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Beach Wedding Articles, Tips & Advice. 
 
Check out our ever growing library of useful features, tips and articles on planning and making the most of 
your beach wedding. 
 
 
Wedding Weight Woes. 

 
 
What bride doesn’t want to look her best on her wedding day? 
This is possibly the most important day of your life, the day that you will constantly look back on in 
memories and in photo’s and so its no surprise that most brides hit the gym and the diets in the months 
leading up to the day. 
 
For Alice Travel, its no different, but add to the pressures of the big Wedding Dress Debut, the fact that 
you’ll probably be spending every day in a bikini before and after your wedding, it wouldn’t hurt to adopt 
some of the tips below and shape up for you big day. 
 
Start your planning early and don’t leave it until the last minute. 
 
Keep a food diary and log every, single morsel that enters your mouth. You’ll be amazed at how much you 
haven’t considered before and will start to cut down, so you don’t have to ‘write down’. 
 
Set long terms goals, whether it be 10 or 50 pounds before the wedding or firmer arms for a strapless 
dress and then break the long terms goal down into mini steps i.e. 2 pounds in one month, one inch off 
bicep etc. Reward yourself at each mini-step achievement point with a massage, a pedicure, a pair of 
skinny jeans – whatever rocks your boat! 
 
For healthy weight loss aim to lose no more than two pounds per week – studies have shown that crash 
diets do make you lose the weight, but what you’ve lost is mainly water and lean muscle, meaning that 
you tend to gain the weight more quickly afterwards. 
 
Build muscle and burn calories. A body made of muscle will burn more calories than a body made up of 
fat. 
 
Eat smaller, healthier amounts, more frequently. 
 
Aim to eat, on average, 4-5 times per day. Meals don’t have to be huge and can consist of ½ a banana, an 
apple, cottage cheese on crackers, or fish and salads. This will in turn increase your metabolic rate as 
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your body sees you fuelling it, and not starving it of calories. A body that is starved, tends to slow down a 
metabolic rate in order to make the most use of calories it is fed. 
 
Eat breakfast and kick start your metabolism into working well throughout the day. 
Exercise regularly at least three times a week, for 20 minutes of cardio workout and 15 minutes of weight 
bearing exercise at the very least. Change your routine regularly to keep it fun and challenging. 
With a bit of planning, a little hard work, and a dash of discipline, you'll be looking your best, feeling your 
best, and without doubt, the well deserved centre of attention on your wedding day. 
 
 
 
A Unique Wedding. 
Article By Charlene McNeill 

 
When most people think of destination weddings, they think of white sandy beaches and flower covered 
gazebos. However, for those brides who wish to break away from the typical beach wedding yet still have 
a tropical wedding, there is a surprisingly large range of alternative wedding venues available in the 
Caribbean. Here are some ideas for unusual venues, ranging from the simple and romantic to the down 
right fun. 
 
Waterfalls. 
 
For those brides who want a breathtaking location for their wedding ceremony, what could provide a more 
spectacular backdrop than a beautiful waterfall?  
There is no shortage of amazing falls in the Caribbean, with some of the best being incorporated into 
botanical gardens and National Parks in Grenada, St. Lucia and Jamaica. Many of the National Parks 
and botanical gardens welcome wedding parties, and offer packages to suit every budget.  
 
For example: 
Jamaica Waterfall Weddings. 
Spectacular Waterfalls in Grenada. 
Waterfalls of St Lucia. 
Barbados Orchid World. 
 
The Barbados Orchid World - in the heart of Barbadian countryside – has its own wedding gazebo located 
on a lawn surrounded by thousands of orchids and beautiful scenery. The centre has a bar and restaurant 
in which guests can be entertained, and holds breathtaking views over the whole island. 
 



Ancient Buildings. 
 
For a ceremony steeped in Caribbean heritage, island brides can choose to get married at any one of the 
many historical sites dotted around the islands. Try the ancient sugar mills in St. Lucia, St. Kitts and US 
Virgin Islands or the gun blazing forts in The Bahamas or San Juan (Puerto Rico). 
 
Alternately you could research the many large plantation houses that offer that true Colonial feel, i.e. Half 
Moon Bay in Jamaica, Balenbouche Estate in St. Lucia or bayside ruins like the 14th Century French 
Cloisters originally built by Augustine Monks and reassembled in The Bahamas in the 1960’s. 
 
Local hotels specialize in arranging ceremonies at these historic ruins and can guarantee a seamless day 
with tons of smashing photo’s for the future. 
 
 
Caribbean Church Wedding – Tradition with a Twist. 
 
Brides searching for a religious ceremony will be pleased to know that many religious denominations offer 
Church services in the Caribbean. Catholic churches date back to the late 15th Century and many have 
beautiful and well developed tropical gardens for stunning photography. 
 
For those of the Jewish faith the Mikve Israel Synagogue in Curacao provides a unique and deeply 
spiritual option for a religious ceremony. The oldest synagogue in continuous use in the Americas, Mikve 
Israel was founded in 1732 by Sephardic Jews fleeing persecution in Portugal and Spain. The floor is still 
covered in white sand just as in the Old World where Jews prayed on sand to avoid being heard in the 
temples. 
 
Regulations regarding ceremonies and documents differ from one denomination to another, so island 
brides should check with tourism boards for contact details of local clergymen. 
 
Submarine Nuptials. 
 
Adventurous brides and grooms can tie the knot at 130 feet below seal level in a truly unforgettable 
ceremony with Atlantis Submarines who run subs from Aruba, Barbados, Cozumel, Curacao, Grand 
Cayman, St. John, St. Martin and St. Thomas. 
 
Private Charter Boats. 
 
Brides who love the turquoise sea of the Caribbean but prefer to stay dry may splash out on a luxury 
wedding aboard a privately chartered boat. Couples can find many different packages available to them 
on Grand Cayman, St. Croix and in The Bahamas – from champagne breakfast and snorkeling 
packages to sunset weddings or fully blown all-day affairs. 
Big Beard's Adventures in St. Croix offer packages from $450 for the ceremony. 
 
Private Villas. 
 
Land lovers who prefer to stay on an island for their ceremony can also go for the height of luxury – away 
from hotel package deals – and rent a private villa or estate house. Many of the large villas and houses 
available for rental throughout the Caribbean offer special and tailor-made services to wedding parties, 
and often have their own staff to cater for guests, including personal wedding planners.  
Villa Castellamonte in the Dominican Republic offers the most luxurious setting imaginable for weddings, 
with seven king-sized suites and an astounding entrance hall. 
 
With so much variety on offer to couples, it is no wonder that the Caribbean is one of the world’s top 
wedding destinations. 
 
 
 



Dressing The Groom. 
Article By Lee McDermott 
 
So you have booked your dream wedding in the Caribbean and you are busy making plans for the big 
day. 
With much of the attention focused on what the bride and bridesmaids are going to wear, the groom’s 
attire would seem to take a back seat. However it is your special day as well and it is vital that you look 
and feel great. 
There are a variety of stylish looks for grooms envisaging a traditional wedding or a more casual beach 
ceremony. But which ever style you go for there are a number of things to consider and keep in mind 
when planning your outfit: 
What location have you chosen for your ceremony: On a sandy beach or near the beach? On a windy 
dock or in a botanical garden? 
 
Each of these locations will undoubtedly affect the decisions you make regarding your wedding outfit. A 
Beach wedding might not require shoes, but might require an under-vest to prevent the unattractive 
underarm evidence of a hot beating sun. A botanical garden wedding might affect your choice of colors – 
you don’t want your wedding photo’s to show up a clash between your Aloha shirt and the tropical foliage 
around you. 
 
The style of your bride’s gown, whether it be formal, or casual should match your chosen attire... try to 
keep everything coordinated. 
 
Think about your photos and about the longevity of your look into the future, those photo’s are going to 
last a long time! 
 
Here are a few ideas and styles to consider that might work for you in a Caribbean setting: 
Formal: navy blazer and cream colored trousers topped off with a crisp white shirt. Add a dark tie to this 
look for that dashing JFK style. 
Formal: a two piece suit in lightweight fabrics and pale shades i.e. Ivory linen suit. 
Informal: A light linen shirt and black trousers is a simple but elegant style. 
Casual: cream shorts and a shirt will create a very relaxed mood. For a truly tropical slant you could wear 
a Cuban Guayabera or an Aloha shirt to jazz up your outfit. 
 
Whatever you choose, a little bit of careful planning will ensure your outfit matches your wedding plans, 
and suits your environment. 
 
 
 
Kids & Weddings. 

 
Kids at weddings has been a huge “no no” during the past ten years, however, the trend through 2006 has 
been to invite as many children to your wedding as your family includes. 
 



To combat the problems of tiny tot boredom during the reception and to allow parents to totally enjoy your 
shindig here are a few suggestions to keep the young ones occupied and happy: 
 
Hire a babysitter - most hotels have a baby sitting service or a kids club and you could probably pay an 
extra fee to have them entertain and supervise the little ones during your reception fiesta. 
 
Seat children together at a special “kids table”- cover the tables with butcher’s paper and throw crayons in 
the middle. 
 
Give each child an activity pack including games and puzzles, bubbles, crayons, coloring books. 
 
Consider hiring magic makers, clowns or puppet shows. 
 
Serve a kids meal consisting of chicken mcnuggets, pizzas, cheesy potatoes, pasta, fish fingers etc. 
Give children jobs at the reception i.e. getting messages in the Guest Book, passing around favors, 
handing out disposable cameras, 
 
Have a special cinema corner set up for young ones, with comfy pillows, popcorn and juice showing tiny-
tot favorites: Finding Nemo, Shrek, The Lion King etc. 
 
It may seem like a lot of additional effort, but this day is one to remember for the rest of your life, and if 
having children at the wedding means you can ensure your closest friends and family can be there also, 
it’s well worth it! 
 
 
Wedding Hairstyles. 

 
When thinking about your wedding hairstyles the key is to prepare and plan well ahead. There's nothing 
like a hair disaster to send you into a tail spin on your wedding day. Here are some of our suggestions for 
getting your hair right at your beach wedding: 
 
Plan ahead. 
Do you research, tear photos out of magazines and start to discuss your wedding hairstyle preferences 
with your hairdresser as much as a year ahead of time. She can guide you with color treatments, cuts and 
questions about lengths that will have you looking fab on your day. 
 
 
 



Do a practice run. 
Whatever style you decide to have on your day, definitely do practices run at home, before you leave for 
your destination wedding. Gauge whether your up-do will make it through the winds of Aruba or whether 
your cascading "down" do will remain cascading and not a frizz up in humid climates. Also gauge whether 
the do you choose is really you. 
 
Match your dress, don't drown it! 
As with any other wedding, you will want to make sure that your beach wedding dress matches the 
hairstyle that you want...and despite weather considerations you should be able to have all of the same 
choices available to you as a bride at home would. Try your wedding dress on with your practice run hair-
do and see whether there is a match or whether your hair is competing for attention. 
Bias cut slip dresses might suit an "up/down" looks with fresh flowers as an accessory, whereas a 
traditional off the shoulder gown might suit an up do, or even a veil. 
 
Shine On. 
Use shining serum in your hair to give it that extra shine for your big day. 
 
Up Do's. 
If you've resigned yourself to an up do for your beach wedding and succumbed to the idea that humid 
weather will frizz anything else, then these styles might be for you: 
Ballerina Bun - a ponytail woven around itself into a tight bun 
A chignon - a dramatic bun at the base of the head. 
French Braid - a closely women, three stranded braid running the length of the head and your hair. Classic 
up do - created by piling curled hair on top of your head and pining in place 
 
Veils. 
Chances are that our island wedding will be conducted out doors, on a beach, in tropical gardens or by a 
picturesque colonial land monument and so you will have to consider the management of a veil well in 
advance. Perhaps a long cathedral veil won't work in tropical gardens and a puffy waist length veil might 
blow above your face during the ceremony. Just bare in mind that your ceremony location should play a 
part in the veil you choose to wear. 
 
Bare in mind also that a veil can dramatically alter your silhouette...a short wasted bride should not wear a 
veil that stops at the waist, therefore accentuating the waste line and a petite bride might steer away from 
shorter veils that are top heavy and keep the concentration on the top half of the body. Generally speaking 
taller brides can carry a more substantial and longer veil. 
 
Headpieces and Accessories. 
Because Alice Travel tend to be a bit more casual and non traditional, many are opting to toss the idea of 
the traditional veil in preference for an attractive tiara, wreath, and barrette or back piece. 
Another idea is to make use of the beautiful tropical flowers at your disposal and wear fresh flowers in 
your hair on your day. Just make sure that if you plan to remove your accessories during your reception, 
your hairstylist has shown your maid or honor how to remove it. 
 
 
The Wedding Planner. 

 



Considering that the average wedding takes between 200 and 300 hours to plan its no surprise that brides 
are using the services of Wedding Coordinators more and more these days. When it comes to Destination 
Weddings the services of a local expert can save you countless wasted hours and dollars as well as 
acting as your eyes, ears and go between on the day. 
 
But when it comes to hiring the services of Wedding Coordinators, what exactly are you letting yourself in 
for?  
Is it truly possible to trust the services of a third party when it comes to the detailed planning of the most 
important day of your life?  
And what are the loop holes and problems that folks experience?  
We are here to forewarn you of the problems whilst also helping you to make the most of your wedding 
planner and to enjoy the experience from the start. 
 
Word of Mouth. 
Once you’re chosen your island destination to get married, join local wedding message boards to find out 
which planners have a good reputation. Word of mouth is the only recommendation when it comes to real 
details. 
 
Talk to prospective planners on the phone. 
Email is great, it’s inexpensive and it allows you to ask all sorts of questions that you might feel awkward 
asking in person, however, there is nothing like face to face contact, or voice interaction to get a feel for a 
person and to gauge whether you will be able to work together. We advise that you call your shortlist of 
wedding planners and feel out the best. 
 
Be specific about pricing and choices. 
Once you’ve short listed your choices, be specific about what you want for your wedding and get written 
quotes. Even though these might be ball park figures at this stage it will help you to analyze the virtues of 
each planner before making a final decision. 
 
Get written contracts. 
So you’ve now chosen the wedding planner you want to work with...make sure you nail down the contract 
and leave nothing open to speculation. if there is a cake included in your package, how big is the cake, 
how many guests will it feed, what is the frosting...these are the types of details that you need to iron out 
from the start. 
 
Fees. 
Coordinators usually charge one of three ways: 
By the hour - $70 and up. 
By a percentage of total wedding costs - 10 - 15% of overall wedding budget. 
By a flat fee - i.e. $2000 plus 15% of vendor services. 
By fee based upon number of guests. 
By fee based upon package or work required. 
 
Check on the planners’ relationship with vendors. 
Some wedding planners get kick back commissions from vendors on services they sign up, this can sway 
their advice on the use of vendors in certain categories and you might not be getting what YOU want, but 
what the planner is getting the best deal for them on. 
 
How long will the planner be available on the day? 
 
You need to know if your planner will be there to coordinate photographs, cake cutting, the first dances 
etc. If he/she will only be around on your day for a specific amount of time, specify when and to. 
 
Make sure you have undivided attention. 
 
The only way to do this is to ensure that your planner has only ONE booking on the day of your wedding. 
 



Have a back up plan. 
 
Ask your coordinator what happens in the event that he/she is sick on your wedding day? 
 
Hire an “internet friendly” coordinator. 
 
Plan to stay in touch with your coordinator via email and check that they are computer literate, check 
emails daily.  
Some Caribbean countries are internet challenged and it would be good to discuss this at the outset so as 
not to get frustrated between emails. 
 
 
Beach Wedding Dress. 

 
If you’re planning a beach wedding there are no rules that state that you have to compromise your 
wedding dress preference. If you want a classically styled, full dress then you should have one...however 
there might be some considerations to keep in mind. Alternatively you might opt for something more 
casual and practical. 
 
We’ve tried to do some thinking for you, so consider these points whichever direction you head in: 
If you want the classic Wedding Dress think about the keeping the material of the dress to a lightweight 
fabric.  
 
Time your wedding to be in a cooler part of the year and time of day.  
 
Tulle and organza layered in ocean colors could be a fabulous and lightweight, compliment to turquoise 
oceans that surround your Caribbean beach wedding. 
 
A slip dress, as the one worn by Cindy Crawford in her Bahamas wedding, offers a more casual option 
and allows you to dip your toes in the ocean after the ceremony with no fear of ruining your dress. 
 
A bias cut, floor length satin or silk dress topped with a short veil or flower garland adds evening elegance 
to a sunset wedding. 
 
For long wedding dresses keep in mind that your wedding dress length should reflect the fact that you 
might be bare foot throughout the ceremony. 
 
For a truly casual beach look there are a variety of beach sarongs and matching tops available online.  
 
Dress up this look with barefoot “jewellery” shoes, flowers in your hair, or a flower tiara. 
 
Ask your wedding planner to provide a red carpet to your faux alter on the beach and avoid getting your 
heels stuck in the sand, alternately, go barefoot for that true beach wedding feel! 



 
 
The Wedding Cake. 

 
Our wedding packages, just like weddings at home, include the traditional cutting of the cake and feeding 
of the cake to each of the couple. This symbolizes that the couples will feed and nourish each other 
throughout their union. 
 
Many resorts in The Caribbean and wedding planners will include a traditional pound cake with frosting as 
your wedding cake, however, if you are left to deliberate the issue of the cake on your own, consider the 
following tips from the islandbrides.com team: 
 
Choosing a Baker in a foreign land. 
Rely on word of mouth advice from the resort you are marrying at, or your wedding planner to find the right 
bakery for your wedding cake.  
Make contact with the baker well before your wedding day and discuss your options by telephone and ask 
them about their experience. It helps if the baker has a website and can show you some of their past 
cakes.  
Ask them to send you a contract, which would include price, size, flavor, topping, presentation, and 
whether they will deliver and set the cake up at your venue.  
Once you have arrived on island, it’s wise to meet with the baker and finalize details. 
 
Consider the weather. 
If your cake is to stay on display for any length of time, and your wedding is outdoors, then the hotter 
temperatures of the Caribbean will have an obvious effect on your choices. Try to stay away from whipped 
cream, buttercream and meringue and opt for more heat durable frostings like fondant or butter-based 
buttercream that will protect your cake from the sun.  
For those of you with British heritage and wanting the traditional royal icing on your cake, check with local 
bakers to see if they even do this in the Caribbean. It is not a local custom and the humidity in the islands 
makes it difficult to get royal icing to set to its crisp, hard texture like back home. 
 
Cutting The Costs. 
If you insist on bringing your own cake to your reception, despite the offer of a free cake included in your 
package, beware of cake cutting fees that could hike the price of your do. Typically priced at $1 per slice, 
this fee should be negotiated at the time of booking. 
 
Local traditions. 
Have you fallen in love with your chosen destination and want to include it in the wedding decor and 
flavor?  
Think about incorporating local customs into your wedding cake.  



In Bermuda brides use a small cedar sapling as a cake topper to symbolize the growth of the love 
between bride and groom.  
In the West Indies a rich fruit cake laced with heavy rum is covered with fondant icing.  
On a more simplistic note you flavor your cake in rum or pina colada for an extra hint of the tropical. 
 
Taking your cake home? 
Etiquette of past tells us that the top of the wedding cake is to be served upon the couples first 
anniversary or at the christening of the first child. If your hell bent on sticking to tradition, have your baker 
wrap your cake in an airtight baggie and wrap it to protect it from sunlight.  
Ask your resort if they will freeze your cake for you and hold it in their freezers until its time to go home. 
Have a mini sized cooler on hand to transport your cake home packed with ice bags.  
You will need to check on the importation restrictions of your home town before you plan on doing this 
though. 
 
Savings. 
Save money by making sure the size cake you choose will serve the amount of folks you have at your 
wedding. You could also reduce this by a quarter and serve mini portions alongside another desert option. 
Incorporate fresh fruit instead of a cake topper or fresh flowers and you could save on money and hassle. 
Alternatively you could take a tip from brides in china who present an imposter cake to their guests often 
made of Styrofoam or rubber and then serve sheets of flavored cake from the kitchen as a desert 
 
 
Save The Date Cards. 

 
Save The Date Cards are pretty much. They announce your big day in advance of formal invitations so 
that guests can have adequate time to make the necessary travel preparations for your beach wedding. 
 
Here are some things to keep in mind when putting together your Save a Date Cards: 
 
Send out Save The Date Cards 4 to 6 months prior to your wedding. 
 
Don’t get into too much detail about the reception, the rehearsal dinner etc; this should just be an - 
announcement about the Date, not the details. 
 
Include travel and area information i.e. Resorts, flights, phone numbers, group booking plans etc. 
 
Reply cards are not necessary as you are not trying to illicit a response. 
 
Do not send your registry information with the Save The Date Card. 
 
Include details of your wedding website if you plan to post additional updates and information there. 
 
Choosing the Format. 



Save The Date Cards are traditionally more casual than formal invites....so this could be your opportunity 
to add your own personal style to your wedding, or to imbibe a bit of the island-style into it: 
Curl your Save The Date Card into a straw tote, or a unique sea shell, or a small bottle or send them out 
as a Pirate scroll with a map to the Treasure your tropical beach wedding! If you find that you have a lot of 
important information, such as hotel and travel agent phone numbers to include, why not look into having 
your cards printed as fridge magnets, this way, the information can be kept close at hand by your guests, 
and the magnets provide a great lasting memory of your island event! 
 
 
Florist Questions. 
 
Choosing a florist in another country to handle your wedding plans can be a daunting task. To help make 
sure you get the results you need, we've compiled a few questions to ask each of your short listed 
companies. 
 
Questions to ask your florist: 
 

 Can I see examples/photos of your work? 
 Where/how do you store flowers? 
 Can I have an itemized quote? 
 How many events are you doing on the same weekend as my wedding? 
 Can I re-use my ceremony flowers as reception flowers? 
 Will you deliver/set up? 
 Who will deliver/set up? 
 What flowers will be in season at the time of my wedding? 
 Do you preserve bouquets after the wedding? 
 Can you offer suggestions for flowers within my color scheme? 
 Can you offer suggestions for economical arrangements? 
 When is the deposit due? 
 Are there any hidden costs? 
 What is the schedule for delivery/set up on my wedding day? 
 What type of binding will be used in my bouquet? Ribbon or paper? 
 What type of decoration will be used on my head table?  
 What is your cancellation policy? 
 What is our guarantee regarding freshness, substitution and availability? 
 Do you belong to any organizations? 
 How many staff will assist you with my wedding? 

 
 
Wedding Flower FAQs. 
 
Your Wedding Day flowers are keys to your big day, so here are some guidelines to help. 
 
Q: Who is supposed to pay for my Wedding Flowers? 
A: Traditionally speaking the Groom pays for the Brides bouquet, mothers corsages, groomsmen’s 
boutonnières and Grand parent’s flowers. The bride’s family is responsible for all reception and church 
flowers, bridesmaids and flower girl bouquets. 
 
Q: Can I make my own? 
A: Yes! Many locations have wholesale suppliers of flowers where you can buy your flowers in bulk and 
make your own arrangements and bouquets. However, be aware that you will also have to buy all of the 
additional supplies to make this happen, i.e. Florist wire, vases, clippers etc. Also, many different flowers 
demand a different treatment to keep them fresh, especially in tropical climates. 
 
Q: How far in advance do I need to book a florist? 
A: We suggest you book your florist 4 - 6 months before your event to ensure that your date is available. 
 



Q: When should I pay my deposit? 
A: At the time you book. 
 
Q: What are tropical flowers that I can use in my bouquet to give a beach wedding flavor? 
A: Hibiscus, orchids, bird of paradise 
 
Q: What should I bring to the flower shop when I have my consultation? 
A: Photographs of your ceremony and reception venues; swatches from your dress and bridesmaids 
dresses. 
 
Q: Is it OK to get several quotes? 
A: Absolutely? Florists are aware that brides will shop around for the best deal in town. Make sure you get 
it! 
What are the concerns with flowers and beach weddings in the Caribbean? 
Weather and availability! Make sure to ask your florist how they cope with the humid weather conditions 
and whether they can guarantee a certain flower will be available for your wedding. It might also be 
prudent to ask about substitutions in advance. 
 
Q: How much should I budget for flowers? 
A: About 10% of your overall wedding budget should be allocated to flowers. That’s in an ideal world. If 
your budget is small but your dream is heavy on flowers, then see our article on money saving tips for 
wedding flowers. 
 
 
Why a Beach Wedding? 
 
Once the only an option for the rich and famous, beach weddings and weddings in tropical destinations 
are becoming more and more popular, and available, for the rest of us. With much of the Caribbean only a 
stone's throw from the US mainland, heading for the islands has never been easier! 
 
So why set your sights on distant shores for a beach wedding? The answer seems simple - we get to 
travel as well as get married - but actually there is more than one reason to get married in another location 
and the benefits are numerous. 
 
Cost Effective. 
Alice Travel are a cost effective way of hosting your wedding since both your wedding and your 
honeymoon are in the same place. Additionally, most resorts offer wedding packages at reduced rates, or 
even FREE, to guests who are staying a certain number of nights. All inclusive resorts roll out the red 
carpet to wedding guests offering them free gifts, reduced rates for their wedding-party, free wedding 
cake, and champagne and even a free wedding planner! Since Alice Travel typically host about half the 
guest list of traditional weddings you can literally cut your reception budget in half. 
 
Side Step Family Issues. 
A wedding away from home can ease tensions and expectations between you and your parents and in 
laws. There is less pressure to get married in the family church or to seat the grandparents at the head 
table at an Alice Travel since all participants are more willing to accept that all aspects of the wedding are 
going to be different from the usual. Also, keep in mind that during the planning processes you won’t be 
bogged down with family meetings to make every decision on your wedding...it will all be up to you and 
your partner! 
 
Be Unique. 
A far off wedding allows you to embrace your imagination and your fantasies. If you feel like holding your 
ceremony on a beach, under palm trees in bikini and shorts then why not? By freeing yourself of the 
conventions of home life you give yourself permission to become creative about your special day. Try out 
local customs and traditions and explore exotic touches that will make your wedding unique and individual. 
 
 



Hassle Free. 
Destinations around the world, and particularly in the Caribbean, have become savvy to the destination-
bride and have literally done all of the work for you. Many locations have eased the rules and restrictions 
on getting married in their location in order to cater to offshore brides. Local wedding planners also take 
the stress out of the planning process by simply doing everything for you. Add this to the popular on-site 
wedding that most resorts offer and almost everything is taken care in advance of your arrival. All you 
need to do is make your choices and show up. 
 
Perfect for Vow Renewals and Second Weddings. 
For those who have been there, done that an Alice Travel can be the perfect alternative to the traditional 
wedding for second weddings and vow renewal ceremonies. With so many secluded and private resorts 
offering idyllically romantic packages for ceremonies on the beach, in tropical gardens, or under waterfalls 
couples get to have their wedding away from local town commentary. Some resorts/cruises lines also offer 
kids camps so that your respective offspring can have an opportunity to bond during the trip whilst you get 
a chance to spend quality time alone with your new spouse. 
 
Fun for Your Guests. 
Instead of wishing you’d spent more time with friends and loved ones, the Alice Travel gives you the time 
to do just that. Since many locations demand that you arrive a few days in advance of your wedding 
ceremony you have the chance to spend time with your guests over extended lunches and dinners and to 
truly catch-up in a relaxed atmosphere. An offshore wedding gives you a reunion opportunity whilst also 
providing you with memories to last forever. 
 
 
Beach Wedding Themes. 

 
Wherever you decide to hold your Island wedding you’ll want to come up with a unique and individual 
theme for your wedding that says something about who you are as a couple. 
When deciding upon a theme, keep these theme ideas in mind for a Caribbean accent to add to your 
wedding: 
 
Ocean.  
With turquoise blue waters all around the islands of the Caribbean what could be more fitting than having 
an ocean theme to your wedding.  
Here are some suggestions to get you started: 
Add swags of turquoise tulle to your head table. 
Decorate your bridal arch in ocean colored ribbons. 
Offer Guests Ocean inspired favors wrapped up in blue tulle. 
Decorate tables with glass bowls with sea water arrangements inside them. 
Use fish inspired logos for invitations, save a date cards and thank you notes. 
Consider a nautical touch with the use of ropes to make candle arrangements for table centerpieces  
 
Tropical. 
The tropical foliage of the Caribbean can provide a lush and colorful backdrop to your wedding. 
Use Bougainvillea to decorate arches, and the head table. 



Buy tropical flowers by the stem from local florists to make your own table arrangements based in vases 
weighted with sand. 
Incorporate palms into your wedding décor. 
Consider having a tiki hut erected as an outside bar. 
Offer tropical drinks after your ceremony. 
Offer tropical fruits in your desert cart. 
Serve a tropical fruit Caribbean wedding cake. 
Incorporate seafood items typical in The Caribbean to your menu, i.e. Conch salad, grouper, lobster. 
 
Beach. 
The Beach can provide a great theme to your wedding and a million ideas for decor: 
Have a conch shell aisle in the sand. 
Use tiki lights to light pathways in evening receptions. 
Incorporate the beach into invitations using shells, message in a bottle, or scrolled invites – see “Favors” 
feature. 
Have an ice sculpture on your buffet table to house shrimp or salad in the shape of a shell or a dolphin. 
 
Nature. 
The tropical animal kingdom can provide an eco sensitive slant to your wedding, consider the following: 
Use animal logos on all wedding stationary: parrots, iguanas, dolphins. 
Use local natural landmarks as a focal point of your wedding i.e. Volcano sites in Montserrat, jungle, or 
beach. 
 
Musical. 
Soca, Calypso, Reggae, Steel Drum Bands are all music styles that are intrinsically tied to the 
Caribbean...why not incorporate music from your locale into your wedding. 
 
 
Vital Venue Questions. 

 
Your choice of an island ceremony venue is limitless in island locations and your vision of an island 
wedding might actually dictate your final choice of destination. Each island offers different, unique features 
i.e. Waterfalls, botanical gardens, pink sand beaches, historical monuments. 
 
Whatever your choice of ceremony location avoid the pitfalls of venue planning by considering the 
following questions: 

 Children policy does the venue allow children? 
 Alcohol policies are there limitations on alcohol being served? 
 Transportation costs to and from the ceremony site? 
 Does the venue offer alternate plans in cases of bad weather i.e. Marquis Rental? 
 Are bugs going to be a problem and can the location manager provide control? 
 Are there any clothing rules, restrictions or suggestions for guests? 
 Restrooms are these available? 
 Access will ALL of your guests be able to access the venue easily? 



 Sound will everyone be able to hear your ceremony above the sound of crashing waves, tooting 
toucans, and swaying palms? If not ask the manager to provide microphones and speakers. 

 Permits will your venue choice require a special permit? 
 
 
Island Wedding Planning. 

 
There is no reason why a wedding planned in an exotic location should compromise your dreams in any 
way. By considering the following pointers and keeping abreast of all of your choices, your wedding has 
the potential to be a unique expression of yourself and a honeymoon all rolled into one. 
 
Choosing your Destination. 
Check out local marriage guidelines some destinations require you to be in the country for a waiting period 
before your wedding day. If this doesn’t suit your schedule you might want to choose another location. 
Weather some regions are prone to hurricanes during specific times of the year. Although these times are 
considered off season and therefore cheaper, they also pose risks to your day. 
 
Check into the wedding services available in the area. The more remote your location the less services 
will be on offer, including tourism type activities. This might affect your guests’ decision to attend the 
wedding 
 
Cut Costs for you and your guests by booking a destination wedding in off season times. For the 
Caribbean this is between May and November. 
 
The Details. 
Are you happy handling all the details of your wedding yourself or would you rather have the support of an 
onsite wedding planner?  
Planners are in touch with local service vendors and often have the local knowledge that can save you 
money and time. Once you have decided on your location, its time to decide if you want to enlist a 
wedding planner 'on the ground' to help with your plans. 
 
To begin, use an online resource such as http://www.alice-travel.com to get an information about your 
chosen wedding destination.  
Contact us initially by email: info@alice-travel.com  
Once you have found your wedding destination make sure that you know what you want for your wedding, 
receive a quote for our services, so you can see exactly what you are getting. Also ask the obvious 
questions about experience, packages etc. 
 

http://www.alice-travel.com/
mailto:info@alice-travel.com


It may seem like a lot of work, but choosing your wedding planner can make or break your day, so putting 
him or she through their paces will ensure you are happy with your choice, and both you and the planner 
are on the same page. 
The Cake, The Photographer, The Flowers, The Beautician, Musicians etc. 
If you have decided to enlist us as your wedding planner, we will be able to recommend florists, bakers, 
and stylists in the area. 
If you are doing your own planning, most wedding vendors have websites nowadays, and destination 
wedding websites such as http://www.alice-travel.com can put you directly in touch with everyone you 
will need for your wedding plans. 
 
 
Choosing a Wedding Photographer. 

 
Choosing a photographer for your big day is a daunting task. There are so many out there, how do you 
know one is better than another.  
 
Here are some tips in helping you to decide: 
Choose a photographer that suits your style. Photographers will either shoot formal wedding frames, or be 
more like photojournalists, shooting as the event happens, or some photographers will do a mixture of 
both.  
 
Every photographer has a portfolio of work. Ask to see it. Look out for crisp images, good lighting, well 
composed foregrounds and backgrounds, ask yourself whether the photography your viewing expresses 
any emotion. 
 
Meet with your photographer choices and assess whether there is any common ground there. It is 
essential that you understand each other and can work together throughout the process as the character 
of the photographer will play an important part in the type of photo’s you end up with. 
 
Ask technical questions: does he/she shoot digital photography?  
Does he/she shoot medium format (for poster sized prints) as well as 35mm?  
Will you get a CD of all photography, or an album? 
As for References and check them out. Ask the Referees whether the photographer was punctual, 
friendly, and assertive, worthy of recommendation? 
 
Check out the small print. Large studios will often hike up the price of an estimate by sending along 
associates or charging you for travel time to your wedding etc. Make sure you know what you’re getting. 
 
Make sure that you own all the rights to your wedding photography that way there will be not chance that 
your photography ends up in a magazine to publicize the photographer! 
 
The photo’s that you take away from your wedding are quite often the only lasting impression you will 
have of your special day. With this in mind it makes sense to plan the photographs that you would like to 
see in the future and to give this list to your photographer before your ceremony. 
 
Also ask your photographer to shoot in both black and white and color so that you can benefit from both 
mediums. 
 
Once you’ve made your choice, don’t second guess. Consider it one less thing to have to think about! 

http://www.alice-travel.com/


 
 
Beat The Frizz. 
 
The biggest problem you're going to face on your big day at the beach is the risk of the dreaded Frizz. 
Humidity is a known culprit for the demise of many a demure do. As experts in the area, we've put 
together our own helpful hints for combating frizz before, during and after your destination wedding: 
 
Do get your hair in the best condition it can be in. The sun and the heat will only intensify the appearance 
of split ends and dry, over treated hair. Condition, condition, condition and trim every 5 to 6 weeks before 
your day. 
 
Do apply moisture retaining products to your hair in advance of your big day and even on the day. These 
will seal in moisture whilst sealing out the effects of humidity.  
 
Do make sure hair coloring sessions take place at least two weeks prior to your wedding to give your hair 
time to calm down after treatment. 
 
Do get a local hairstylist to wash and blow out your hair before it’s styled. This will tame your hair into 
being straight. If you decide to do this yourself, then take small sections of your hair and dry from the root 
out to the ends. Lift the roots out with a large, round hairbrush and wrap your straightened locks around 
large Velcro rollers to keep the hair straight until your ready to style. 
 
Do use flat irons...there's just nothing like the effect! 
 
Do consider an up-do if you’re going to be outdoors for an extended period of time. 
 
Do try to keep cool. Consider your clothing, time of year you have your wedding (yes, there are cooler 
times of year in the tropics as well as anywhere else) and consider having your reception indoors (with air 
conditioning) if your hair really is susceptible to humidity. 
 
Don't rub your hair dry with a towel, but rather dab it dry. Rubbing fosters frizz. 
 
Do glue down the cuticles of your hair with shine serums and finishing agents. 
A last minute solution to hair that is frizzing mid-reception is to spray a toothbrush with some hairspray 
and run the toothbrush over your hair to dampen down any frizzing hair. The added weight of the 
hairspray will also help. 
 
 
Wedding Etiquette. 

 



Wedding etiquette stems back through centuries of tradition, but much of it still holds today. Following the 
basic rules can really help keep everything in order when making your plans. 
 
Engagement.  
Engagement announcements should be sent out or posted in the local newspapers. Engagement parties 
are generally hosted and funded by the brides parents. Gifts are not traditionally given at the party, 
although close friends and family members can give gifts at another time/place. 
 
Invitations and “Save a Date” cards. 
Timing: send out Save a Date cards to all guests 4 months prior to your island wedding to give them 
notice to make arrangements with work, family, schools etc. Follow up with formal invitations within 12 
weeks of the actual wedding. 
Wording: the wedding invitation will traditionally come from the brides parents since they would 
traditionally be the hosts of the wedding – island weddings are no different. However, modern times have 
changed the wording to adapt to times that see the grooms’ parents, or the engaged couple themselves 
hosting their own wedding. Full names should be used in the invitation, and dates should be written out in 
full. Hand written envelopes are considered to be more personal. 
 
Kids – under no circumstances is it considered polite to state “NO CHILDREN” on your invitations. This is 
not the place for such a statement. Perhaps when you send “Save a Date” notices out to your guests you 
can also spread the word that your affair will be an “Adults only” one. Allow the spoken word to do the job 
for you but be prepared for the arrival of one or two little ‘uns, who’s parents just didn’t get it! 
 
Registry notice – it is not considered good etiquette to add your registry details in with your invitations. An 
invitation to a wedding is not an invitation to buy the couple a gift, but an invitation to share in their 
ceremony of marriage, and of sacred vows. Spread the word of your registry to the most vocal in your 
wedding party, your more informed guests will do the work for you. Also spread the word for guests NOT 
to bring gifts to your island location in their luggage. This could incur additional costs to your guests if the 
gift is subject to importation duties in some islands. 
 
Bridal Shower. 
Bridal showers are held by close friends or attendants of the bride. They can be informal parties or themed 
events and although traditionally are held for the bride to put her household together, men are invited to 
such events nowadays. Island Brides would be advised to hold their showers well in advance of departure 
for the wedding since you do not want guests to have to bring gifts into Island nations as part of luggage 
Not only is this cumbersome, but they might invoke duty payments to import the gift into the country!!! 
Fun gifts are given at these parties, not too serious, and they are not mandatory. Your guests should be 
told this in advance so they don’t feel pressured into buying you gifts at every celebration for your 
wedding. A shower invitation should be very informal and addressed from the friends of the bride, maid of 
honor or bridesmaid – NEVER the mother. And remember that the tradition of the wedding shower is 
about an intimate gathering of friends, around a bride, to send her on her way into married life with love 
and gifts. To make her feel special. 
Bear in mind that anyone invited to your bridal shower should also be invited to your wedding. 
 
Rehearsal Dinners. 
Your invitations to rehearsal dinners should include all of the wedding party, all bridesmaids, groomsmen, 
spouses or fiancés of either, uncles and aunts, grandparents and whoever else is in your intimate group. 
Island weddings offer great locations for rehearsal dinners. 
 
The Ceremony. 
The processional to alter differs within each religion and obviously each ceremony site you choose. A 
typical Christian church processional is as follows: Groom and Best Man at altar – on the right. 
Processional Is: Ushers two-by-two Bridesmaids two-by-two Maid of Honor (centered) alone Ring Bearer 
(centered) alone Flower Girl (centered) alone (or with other flower girls) Father of the Bride and Bride 
(Bride on right arm of Dad) The bride's mother is always seated last and once she is seated no other 
guests should be seated using the center aisle. It is traditional to have equal number of bridesmaids as 
you would groomsmen lined up on either side of alter. 



 
Announcement Cards. 
Should be sent out the day of, or the day after the wedding ceremony by the Maid of Honor but addressed 
from the Bride and Groom. With Island weddings this could be tricky, we suggest waiting until you have 
returned home from your ceremony and honeymoon and sending your announcement cards out then. 
 
 
Caribbean Customs. 

 
 
Many of the Caribbean islands have their own unique and interesting traditions when it comes to 
weddings, many dating back hundreds of years. 
 
Bermuda. 
A tiny cedar tree in a pot is used as a cake topper. Later, the couple plants the tree so that it will grow 
along with their love. 
 
Jamaica. 
Slices of dark fruitcake, laced with rum, are mailed or delivered to friends and relatives who were unable 
to attend. 
 
French West Indies.  
Wedding receptions of the French West Indies are likely to feature curried goat and white rice. A 
traditional rum-flavored wedding cake is hidden from guests with a fine white table cloth. Wedding guests 
must pay for a lucky peek.  
 
Netherlands Antilles.  
After a Dutch wedding, the couple plants lily-of-the-valley in their garden so that they can renew their love 
for one another every year when the plant blooms. 
 
Puerto Rico.  
One unique characteristic of a Puerto Rican wedding is the bridal doll. A small bridal doll, in a dress 
identical to the bride's gown, is usually placed on the head or center table with souvenirs attached to its 
dress. During the reception, the bride and groom will walk to each attendee and thank him or her for their 
presence at the nuptials. Each person is then pinned with a souvenir from the doll, and then some people 
in return pin a dollar to the doll's dress. 
 



Cuba.  
Cuban wedding receptions are famous for their festivities. There is almost always lively music and dancing 
at a Cuban marriage celebration. Wedding guests partake in the traditional money dance, where each 
man who dances with the new bride must pin money to her dress, to help the newlyweds with their 
honeymoon expenses. 
Along with receiving wedding presents, it is customary for the Cuban bride and groom to give each guest 
a favor, to remind them of this joyous occasion. 
 
Other Islands. 
A rich black cake baked with dried fruits and rum is especially popular on the islands of Barbados, 
Grenada and St. Lucia. The recipe, handed down from mother to daughter, is embellished by each. It is 
considered a "pound" cake- with the recipe calling for a pound each of flour, dark brown sugar, butter, 
glace cherries, raisins, prunes, currants, plus a dozen eggs and flavorings. The dried fruits are soaked in 
rum and kept in a crock anywhere from two weeks to six months. 
 
 
The Best Mans Duties. 

 
 
Organizing the bachelor party.  
The bachelors party is regarded the sheep in wolf clothing of the wedding experience. Your last chance to 
taste the single life and to kick your heels up, well, not really! But the bachelor party should be an 
opportunity to enjoy an evening with close friends and family members who have seen you through life’s 
rites of passages. Not so much a farewell as a bidding of fortune the bachelor party gives friends an 
opportunity to wish the groom well and to offer support through the trials and tribulations of married life. 
Modern day bachelor parties tend to take the grooms favorite hobbies into consideration, for suggestions 
on a bachelor party in the tropics. 
 
Groom’s Valet. 
It’s the responsibility of the best man to act as valet to the groom on the wedding day. As well as acting as 
companion, confident and a tower or strength you will be expected to ensure that he is dressed and that 
all eventualities are pre-empted...if this means carrying a travel sewing kit with you on the day, so be it. 
Traditionally the best man also takes responsibility for the rings and for the holding the clergyman’s fee. 
 
Speeches and Announcements. 
The second most important duty of a best man is to prepare a speech for the wedding day. This is 
probably the most nerve wrecking part of your duties and the one that will require the most thought and 
attention...you might well have been chosen for the job based upon your speech giving talents! One 
saving grace with a beach wedding is that your speech will be more casual and you will probably be 
allowed the odd hiccup. The speech should be lively, fun and light and should include a thank you for the 
bridesmaids and a toast to the bride and groom. 
 
The Best Man will also make the announcements for cake cutting, first dance and the bride and groom 
leaving, at the reception. You will also read any cards, apologies for non attendance and telegrams sent to 
the couple at the reception. 
 
Manage the Ushers. 
You will need to make sure that ushers arrive at the venue on time and all have boutonnieres. The best 
man should make a list of special seating arrangements to pass on to the ushers. This might include being 



sensitive to divorced parents attending the wedding or disabled grand folks who might have problems 
getting to the ceremony site. 
 
Bridesmaid care. 
The best man will escort the Matron of Honor or Chief Bridesmaid to the ceremony alter and dance with 
her at the reception. You will give thanks to the bridesmaids in your speech. 
 
Get the Groom to the Church on time. 
You will have to assess the local transport on the island to decide the best way for the groom to travel to 
the ceremony site...in the islands this can take the form of taxi, boat, horse and buggy, or a simple walk 
accompanied by ushers and the grooms’ family. It is wise to get the groom to the church/beach/ceremony 
site 20 minutes before the ceremony is due to start. 
 
Photographer Assistant. 
You will act as the photographers assistant in ushering family members into photo frames as their turn 
comes up. 
 
Travel Agent. 
The best man should ensure that all the preparations have been made for a successful honeymoon and 
first wedding night. With an Alice Travel, these duties have been largely taken care of as the groom is 
most usually already in his chosen honeymoon spot. 
 
Post Wedding. 
Apart from decorating the leaving mode of transport for the bride and groom, you will need to make sure 
that any rented clothes are returned to the vendor in question, ensure wedding presents are securely 
stored, reception freebies are taken home, stored with the reception venue or distributed to guests (ie. 
flowers, left over champagne, cake etc). 
 
 
Bachelor Parties. 

 
The Caribbean offers some very unique opportunities for your last bachelor (or Bachelorette!) 
party...remember that it doesn’t “have” to revolve around booze and hazy hangovers...here are a few 
suggestions of what’s available in the Caribbean: 
 

• Yacht charters – many harbor based islands offer private yachts for charter and evening drinks or 
sunset cruises. This is a great way to start the party with a group of friends. 

• Deep Sea Fishing – if challenging the beasts of the sea is more like your cup of tea why not 
charter a deep sea fishing boat with your buddies and hold a beach barbecue to cook up the catch 
of the day? Most charter companies offer full or half day rates for groups. 

• Jitney Pub Crawl – local buses (jitney’s) are often available for evening hire and you can use the 
bus drivers knowledge of the best bars on the island to do a pub crawl...of course you night want 
to arrange this night out a few days before your wedding to give yourself time to recover! 

• Smoking Clubs – With Cuban cigars making a recent comeback some restaurants offer “Smoking 
Clubs” on specific nights where you can savor a Cuban cigar or two and drink local cocktails. The 



Humidor Restaurant in Nassau, Bahamas has its own cigar roller to make your cigars fresh in 
front of your eyes. For a more laid back stag, this could be just the thing. 

• Activity Stag – the Caribbean holds many options for an “Activity” based stag party – take your 
buds scuba diving or bond over a game of golf under clear blue skies, take a sailing or kite 
boarding lesson together, go horse riding along white sand shorelines, or learn to surf at one of 
the surf camps dotted through the Caribbean. 

• Share the excitement of a high speed powerboat ride to an isolated island for a day out to 
remember with your pals. 

• Helicopter your party to a deserted island and hold a picnic to remember. 
 
 
Beat The Heat! 

 
If you are planning your ultimate island wedding, chances are that heat will be a factor in your planning 
process. To avoid the pitfalls that could potentially ruin your dream day, consider the following: 
 
Time of day. 
Organize your wedding for the morning or dusk cool periods and avoid the midday sun. Check with a 
wedding planner in your chosen island however, as some islands have a restriction on getting married 
after dark i.e. The Bahamas. 
 
Dress. 
Keep your wedding attire light and airy. Consider fabrics that will allow you to move in heat but will not 
show every drop of perspiration as you get through your day. Also consider your footwear. If you are 
getting married on a beach you might want to re-consider the three inch heels, or you could ask for a red 
carpet to walk you to the aisle over the sand, and back to a concrete path safely. 
Ask your groom and groomsmen to wear absorbent vests underneath their shirts and inform your guests 
of the venue so that they can also adopt the correct dress code. 
 
Hairstyle. 
Discuss your outdoor venue with your stylist and come up with a plan to wear a style that can weather the 
weather! Remember that humid climates can wreak havoc with a perfectly coiffeured “do” and you might 
want to opt for a traditional “up-do” as an alternative to long, luscious curls. 
 
Flowers. 
Discuss the effect of heat and humidity on your floral arrangements and consider spraying floral 
decorations (table, arches etc) with water during the day to keep them fresh and perky. Better still, ask 
your venue manager to keep floral arrangements refrigerated until the ceremony is about to start. 
 
Drinks. 
Keep lots of non alcoholic drinks on hand for guests to avoid dehydration. 
 



Fans. 
Consider printing your wedding program on a paper fan so that guests can cool themselves during the 
ceremony. Alternatively you could organize electric fans, powered by a portable generator, to provide 
wind. 
 
Sunscreen. 
Consider handing out mini sunscreen bottles/sachets as guests enter the ceremony site. 
 
Shade. 
Create shady areas for your guests near to drinking wells or sitting spots. 
 
Bugs. 
Remember that along with heat come our annoying flying, crawling friends. To avoid bugging your guests 
with bugs, ask the location manager to spray for sand flies, or mosquito’s the day before your event. Also 
consider handing out mini bottles of insect repellent if you are in a particularly forested area. 
 
Food. 
Offer guests light foods, possibly cold entrees and where you are preparing a buffet, avoid food stuffs that 
could spoil in the heat i.e. mayonnaise, prawns etc. 
 
 
Handling Your Guests. 

 
Not only do you have to plan every detail of your wedding, but you also need to make sure all your guests 
are prepared and comfortable. Here are a few tips to help things run smoothly. 

• Give your guests as much notice on your destination wedding as you possible can. Send a “Save 
a Date” card to each guest 4 months before the ceremony and follow up with a formal invite 3 
months before your wedding and ask for an RSVP to be returned in plenty of time for you to 
organize your reception. That way everyone that can attend has time to make arrangement for 
work, home and kids. 

• Make sure that you send each guest a worksheet on your destination wedding which will include 
information on hotels available, possible travel arrangements, immigration requirements, medical 
requirements, a schedule of events for the period leading up to, and after, the wedding and any 
other pertinent information 

• Try to negotiate group rates for your wedding party with airlines and hotels. You can also save 
money and rent villa’s that sleep several couples the choice depends upon your and your guests, 
style. Whatever you decide, the cost of accommodating your guests and getting them to your 
destination is theirs. However, it is courteous to make suggestions and help in the planning. 

• Show your guests your appreciation for their effort by placing a basket of goodies in each room 
full of visitor essentials i.e. Local guide book, suntan lotion, local eats and drinks. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Wedding Traditions. 

 
 
As you prepare for the wedding of your lifetime its interesting to note where, the traditions and customs 
that we take for granted in our wedding ceremonies, have originated. The history surrounding the wedding 
ceremony goes back to primitive societies and has survived to this day in one form or another. 
Each of these traditions takes on a unique slant in each corner of the world as different cultures interpret 
them individually. You can see some of the Caribbean customs below. 
 
Wedding ring. 
Originates from ancient symbols of wealth, prior to coinage. Romans also believed that a wedding ring 
would ward off evil spirits. It was believed there was a vein in the third finger of the left hand that ran 
directly to the heart. 
 
Engagement ring. 
In 860 A.D., Pope Nicholas I decreed that an engagement ring becomes a required statement of nuptial 
intent. He insisted that engagement rings had to be made of gold which signified a financial sacrifice on 
the part of the prospective husband. 
 
The wedding veil. 
Originally worn to prevent a young man from seeing his bride until after the ceremony – most useful in 
times of arranged marriages when unattractive women were being married off by their families so that the 
groom could not flee at the alter. 
 
Hide the bride. 
The night before the wedding brides were traditionally hidden from their grooms so that neither party could 
back out of the ceremony. The wedding day was often the first time brides and grooms lay eyes on each 
other and sometimes the visual attraction would be lacking! 
 
The white dress.  
Made popular by Anne of Brittany in 1492, previously blue was seen to be the color of choice, denoting 
“purity”. Further into the realms of history brides were warned not to make their own dresses or even to try 
them on before the wedding day. The last stitch of the dress was not to be completed until the bride was 
ready to leave for church; under the age old saying “you shouldn’t count your chickens”. 
 
Wedding cake. 
Thought to be a symbol of fertility in Rome in 1st Century BC and was broken over the head of the bride. 
 
 
 



Best man. 
In Germanic Goth times of 200 AD, a groom would kidnap a bride from another clan when there was a 
shortage of women in his own. His best friend (best man) would assist him in this venture. 
 
Walk to the wedding.  
A bride was often advised to walk to the church to get married. That way there was more chance of her 
spotting lucky omens along the way i.e. Black cat, Rainbow, sunshine on the face or a chimney being 
swept. In Scotland it was traditional for the Bride to ‘walk with the sun’, proceeding from east to west on 
the south side of the church and then circling the Church three times ‘sunwise’ for good luck. 
 
Bride to the left, best man to the right. 
In German Goth times, the bride would stand to the left of the man so that his right hand was free to 
protect her with his sword. The best man would stand to the right to ward off danger. 
 
Throwing of rice. 
A sign of fertility and a full pantry. 
 
The garter/bouquet toss. 
Meant to donote good luck. 
 
The Honeymoon. 
The kidnapped bride and her newly wedded husband would go into hiding after the wedding, by the time 
the brides family found her, she was usually pregnant. At this point a dowry would be negotiated. 
 
Shoes, cans etc. 
Tying old shoes to the back of the Couple’s car stems from Tudor times when guests would throw shoes 
at the Bride & Groom, with great luck being bestowed on them if they or their carriage were hit! 
 
In Anglo Saxon times the Bride was symbolically struck with a shoe by her Groom to establish his 
authority. Brides would then throw shoes at their bridesmaids to see who would marry next. 
 
Spring weddings. 
May and June weddings date back to Pagan times and rituals. The start of the summer (May 1st) was 
seen to be the most auspicious times since this was the month of sexual orgies!! As the rhyme goes: 
 
Married when the year is new, he’ll be loving, kind & true. 
When February birds do mate, You wed nor dread your fate. 
If you wed when March winds blow, joy and sorrow both you’ll know. 
Marry in April when you can, Joy for Maiden & for Man. 
Marry in the month of May, and you’ll surely rue the day. 
Marry when June roses grow, over land and sea you’ll go. 
Those who in July do wed, must labor for their daily bread. 
Whoever wed in August be, many a change is sure to see. 
Marry in September’s shrine, your living will be rich and fine. 
If in October you do marry, love will come but riches tarry. 
If you wed in bleak November, only joys will come, remember. 
When December snows fall fast, marry and true love will last. 
 
 
 

                  ALICE–TRAVEL – ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE!!! 
 


